FUSION debuts Universal Media Device Dock for Smart Phones, Media Players & USB Flash Drives

June 8, 2013

FUSION, a worldwide leader in marine entertainment, announced today the addition of an exciting new docking system to its award-winning line of marine-grade stereo solutions, the FUSION Universal Media Device Dock (MS-UNIDOCK). Compatible* with its innovative FUSION MS-AV700, MS-AV700i, MS-IP700i and MS-RA205, the revolutionary new UNIDOCK supports the widest array of smart phones, media players and USB devices on the market, including Apple products, select Android devices and more. With the new FUSION UNIDOCK, boaters can enjoy on-the-water entertainment from their mobile media device of choice with the knowledge that it is safe and secure from the effects of the marine environment.

Unlike other solutions on the market, the FUSION Universal Media Device Dock safely charges and protects valuable mobile devices within its watertight enclosure. The trailblazing design features three connection cables – Micro USB, Apple 30 Pin and Apple Lightning – to accommodate the consumer electronics industry’s hottest selling devices and boasts a generous tray size to house a variety of device form factors. USB Flash drive media is also supported. A complete list of devices supported by the MS-UNIDOCK can be found at www.fusionelectronics.com/marine/products/marine-docks/MS-UNIDOCK. Fusion plans a continuous expansion of device compatibility and encourages customers to visit the site regularly, as well as request compatibility if a specific smartphone is currently not supported.

“Mobile devices are constantly evolving and FUSION’s Universal Media Device Dock gives boaters unparalleled device support and mobile entertainment integration flexibility,” said Todd Crocker, Fusion Electronics U.S.A. “With our finger on the consumer electronics pulse and a proven understanding of our customers’ needs, FUSION delivers the market’s broadest connectivity facilitating on-the-water mobile entertainment, regardless of their platform preferences.”
Fusion marine audio and video entertainment products deliver clear, pristine sound reproduction and dynamics that can be enjoyed above engine, wind and ambient noises typically associated with boating. A full-featured versatile docking solution, the compact UNIDOCK measures 6-3/16” (W) x 2-11/16” (H) x 6-1/16” (D) (157.5mm x 68.5mm x 154mm). Its media device tray measures 2.80” (W) x 0.51” (H) x 5.39” (D) (71mm x 13mm x 137mm). The MS-UNIDOCK is protected by a three-year limited parts and labor warranty and, when bulkhead mounted, is water resistant to the international IPx5 standard.

*A software upgrade, available on FUSION’s website, is required for compatibility*